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PART 1
INSTALLATION AND INTEGRATION
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1.1. Pre-Seirios-Installation Checklist
For seamless integration with Seirios RNS, it is important to set up some key robotics software and
drivers in your robot system. The following is a checklist of things that Seirios RNS requires your
robot system to have before Seirios is installed:
i

Motor Drivers:
●

Ensure that the motor driver node is running properly and can be controlled via
teleop from cmd line.

ii

iii

●

Ensure that the motor driver node is subscribed to /cmd_vel topic

●

Else, remap it to subscribe to /cmd_vel topic

Sensors:
●

Ensure that the sensors are launched and running properly

●

Ensure that they are publishing data to the appropriate ros topics

●

Ensure that the lidar is publishing a 2D scan to /scan topic

TF Check:
●

Ensure that all the robot links have an appropriate tf to the odom link

●

The tf tree can be visualized using $ rosrun rqt_tf_tree rqt_tf_tree

Back to Top
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Figure (Part-1) 1.1a: Example of TF Tree from rqt_tf_tree

iv

TF for base_link to scan:
●

Ensure that there is a direct tf link between the base_link frame and the laser
frame as Seirios RNS requires that

Figure (Part-1) 1.1b: Direct Link/TF from base_link to laser is Required
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RVIZ Sensor Data Visualization:
●

Using rviz, visualize the sensor data. The fixed frame used should be odom

●

Add the tf visualization and ensure all the frames tfs have no warnings

Figure (Part-1) 1.1c: RVIZ TF Display Status (All Are OK, No Warnings)
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1.2. Easy-Deploy for Seirios
Installation is easy with simple commands on the command line interface. Before you start, please
ensure your system has Ubuntu 20.04 & ROS Noetic installed with our recommended list of
hardware to enjoy Seirios RNS at its peak performance.
i

The easy-deploy package can be obtained from our Movel AI representative or can be
downloaded from the following mirrors:

ii

●

Mirror 1 (International)

●

Mirror 2 (Chinese Users)

The easy-deploy package includes files and scripts to install Docker and Seirios.
An example of the easy-deploy package can be found in the image below (note that the
package name contains the version being installed)

Figure (Part-1) 1.2a: Easy Deploy package for downloading
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Move the easy-deploy zip file to your home directory /home/<USER> and extract it there
using the Archive Manager (<USER> refers to the account username).

Figure (Part-1) 1.2b: Extract/Unzip Easy Deploy package

Figure (Part-1) 1.2c: Extract/Unzip Easy Deploy package
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Figure (Part-1) 1.2d: Files in the Easy Deploy package
iv

Now, we need to run the installation in a Terminal.

v

Right click in the file explorer (Figure 2) and open a Terminal (Figure 3) in the extracted
easy-deploy folder/directory.
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Figure (Part-1) 1.2e: “Open in Terminal” for extracted easy deploy folder

Figure (Part-1) 1.2f: Terminal easy deploy
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Installation - Part 1

i

The goal of Part 1 of the installation is to install Docker and it’s dependencies.

ii

In the same as above Terminal, run the command bash install-1-docker.sh

iii

Wait for the installation to complete

Figure (Part-1) 1.3a: Successful installation of install-1-docker.sh
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Installation - Part 2
The goal of Part 2 of the installation is to install Seirios, prepare the catkin_ws, and
create the appropriate docker-compose.yaml file.

ii

In the same as above Terminal, run the command bash install-2-seirios.sh

iii

Wait for the installation to complete

iv

Restart the PC/machine after the installation
NOTE:

The

script

install_2.sh

will

not

overwrite

existing

files

in

/home/<USER>/catkin_ws , and will maintain backups of configuration files for
safekeeping

Figure (Part-1) 1.4a: Successful installation of install-2-seirios.sh
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Full License Activation

The Seirios RNS license is specific to the individual machine that you are using. Hence, the licence
that has been activated cannot be transferred and used on another machine.
i

Retrieve the c2v file
●

/home/<USER>/catkin_ws/movel_ai/license/hasp_34404.c2v

●

c2v (customer-to-vendor) is a fingerprint of the machine that Movel AI requires to
generate a license product

ii

Send c2v file to movel ai to request for the license activation
●

help@movel.ai

iii

Movel AI will send a v2c file with installation instructions

iv

Send Movel AI the updated c2v file with the license activated

v

Keep the v2c and c2v files safely for future reference with Movel AI
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Starting Seirios
After restarting the PC/machine, Seirios will automatically start every time the machine
powers up.

ii

To start Seirios manually, open a Terminal and enter your workspace by running the
command cd ~/catkin_ws/movel_ai.

iii

Run docker-compose up to start the docker containers for Seirios.
Run docker-compose up -d to start Seirios in the background (no output will be shown
in the terminal)

iv

To stop Seirios, go into the terminal where Seirios is currently running, and use Ctrl+C OR run
docker-compose stop in another terminal. This will lead to the docker containers being
stopped.

v

In the rare event that Seirios fails to start up as expected, run docker-compose restart
in order to restart the docker containers.

vi

To check for docker containers running at any point of time, run docker ps. If Seirios is up
and running, you should expect to see the different containers of Seirios components being
displayed. Otherwise, it should yield an empty table.

1.7.

Hardware Integration

i

Launch the robot's motor and sensor drivers.

ii

Run rosnode list to find the names of the ROS nodes of the drivers.

iii

Run rosnode

info

<node name>, where <node name> is the name of the nodes

determined from step 2. Example output:
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$ rosnode info /motors_ctrl
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Node [/motors_ctrl]
Publications:
* /odom [nav_msgs/Odometry]
* /odom_euler [std_msgs/String]
* /robot_batt_perc [std_msgs/Int16]
* /rosout [rosgraph_msgs/Log]
* /tf [tf2_msgs/TFMessage]

Subscriptions:
* /cmd_vel [geometry_msgs/Twist]

Taking the node “/motors_ctrl” as an example. It is publishing to “/odom” topic with
“nav_msgs/Odometry” message type, along with the other topics in the list. It also subscribes to
“/cmd_vel” topic with message type “geometry_msgs/Twist”.

i

From the information displayed from running step 3, make sure that:
○

Robot motor driver node subscribes to the topic /cmd_vel for velocity
commands.

○
ii

Lidar driver node publishes laser data to the topic /scan.

From the information displayed from running step 3, make sure that:
○

Robot motor driver node subscribes to the topic /cmd_vel for velocity
commands.

○
iii

Lidar driver node publishes laser data to the topic /scan.

If the topic names are not set as in step 4, remap them in the launch files of the drivers by
adding a line in the launch files in the following format:
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<node ...
<remap from="<original topic name>" to="/cmd_vel"/>
</node>

i

While the robot base and lidar are launched, run
rosrun rqt_tf_tree rqt_tf_tree and check that the frames are linked in this
order: odom → base_link → laser.

Figure (Part-1) 1.7a: Odom
ii

If the frames of base_link and laser are not linked correctly, add the following line in the the
launch file of the lidar drivers:
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name="base_link_to_laser"

args="0.22

0

0.1397 0 0 0 base_link laser 100" />

iii

In “args”, x = 0.22, y = 0, z = 0.1397, yaw = 0, pitch = 0, roll = 0 for this example. This should
provide a transformation between the base_link and laser frame

iv

With the driver nodes running, run RVIZ using rosrun rviz rviz, do the following
checks:

1.8.

○

Laser data ("/scan") can be seen and is orientated in the correct direction.

○

Movement direction during teleoperation is correct.

○

Robot odometry ("/odom") is updating correctly during teleoperation.

Navigation Tuning

Taking the node “/motors_ctrl” as an example. It is publishing to “/odom” topic with
“nav_msgs/Odometry” message type, along with the other topics in the list. It also subscribes
to “/cmd_vel” topic with message type “geometry_msgs/Twist”.
i

Go into the folder ‘/home/<USER>/catkin_ws/movel_ai/config/movel/config/’.

ii

In the parameter file costmap_common_params.yaml, ensure that the robot footprint is
defined correctly.
○

If the robot footprint is a polygon, configure the footprint parameter and
comment out robot_radius. For example:

footprint: [[0.2, 0.2], [-0.2, 0.2], [-0.2, -0.2], [0.2, -0.2]]
#robot_radius: 0.18

iii

Here, the robot has a square footprint with the xy coordinates of the four corners as shown,
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while robot_radius is commented out.
○

If the robot footprint is circular, configure the robot_radius parameter and
comment out footprint. For example:

#footprint: [[0.2, 0.2], [-0.2, 0.2], [-0.2, -0.2], [0.2, -0.2]]
robot_radius: 0.18

iv

In base_local_planner_params.yaml:
○

Go to “# Robot” section. To tune the speed of the robot, configure max_vel_x
for linear speed, and max_vel_theta for angular speed. If the robot is not
reaching the max speed, increase acc_lim_x and acc_lim_theta. In
footprint_model,

select a suitable model type and configure the

corresponding parameters.
○

In “# Obstacles” section, tune the value of min_obstacle_dist to set how far
away the robot should keep away from obstacles. Reduce this parameter value
if the robot is required to go through narrow spaces.

v

If

the

autonomous

navigation

motion

“catkin_ws/movel_ai/config/cmd_vel_mux/config”,

find

is

jerky,

go

to

cmd_vel_mux.yaml,

and

increase the value set for timeout_autonomous.
vi

For

in

depth

tuning

of

base_local_planner_params.yaml,

refer

to

http://wiki.ros.org/teb_local_planner.
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PART 2
CORE FEATURES
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Logging In

Figure (Part-2) 1.1a : Login screen of Seirios
i

In the web browser, go to “<ip-address>:4000” or “<hostname>:4000” for the Seirios
user interface page with the IP address or hostname of the robot NUC.

ii

Login details:
ID

: admin

Password

: admin
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Main Interface

Figure (Part-2) 1.2a : Seirios features page
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1.2.1.Modes
Seirios comes bundled with 7 core modes/features as listed below. To show these modes, click on
located at the top left, to reveal the drawer

Mode

Description

i

Drive

Manual control of your robot

ii

Path Recording

Manually mark points while teleoperating the robot. Option to
save the path is available.

iii

Mapping

Manual or automatic mapping of the robot’s environment

iv

Single Point

Point-and-navigate feature

v

Multiple Points

Mark multiple points on the map, an alternative way to create a
path, too

vi

Zone

By marking an area on the map, Seirios will populate that area
with path with multiple waypoints

vii

Localize

To improve accuracy, manually orient and localize your robot to
its environment

Back to Top
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1.2.2.Secondary Drawer

Figure (Part-2) 1.2.2a : Seirios navigation bar

At the top right, reveal the secondary drawer by clicking on the

icon. Here, you will find these

available options;
Options
i

Homepage

Description
To return to the default mapview
Back to Top
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To view maps, and the associated tasks to it (paths, goals,
home)

iii

Mapping

Manual or automatic mapping of the robot’s environment

iv

Schedule

To enter the Scheduler mode

v

Settings

Preferences and other settings can be found here

Back to Top
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Mapping

A map is a precursor to all the work you can do with Seirios. The guide below will show you how to
create your first map

i

First, from the list of modes, select Mapping

Figure (Part-2) 1.3a : Select Mapping from list of Modes
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Figure (Part-2) 1.3b: Mapping features in Seirios
ii

To zoom, into the map, use the scroll wheel with your connected mouse, or pinch on your
trackpad or touch screen device

iii

When ready, click START to begin mapping

iv

Using the manual controls (for Manual mapping), drive your robot to reveal and build your
map. For Automatic mapping, the robot will self navigate to generate a map.

💡 WARNING : robot will not stop until the entire environment is mapped in Automatic mapping
mode
v

Once you are satisfied with the mapped area, click SAVE and your map will be automatically
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saved in the LIBRARY

Figure (Part-2) 1.3c: Saving a map in Seirios
The automatic generation of the map names aims to reduce typing or additional interaction for the
ease of use of Seirios. However, should the need arise to rename map files, the User can;

i

Click on LIBRARY to to view maps

ii

In this list, select the map of interest

iii

To rename, click on the Edit button
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iv

A modal will be prompted and the User can enter a different name

v

Click Rename to continue

💡 WARNING : It’s important to always check that the correct Map is loaded before performing any
tasks. All paths, goals, tasks, schedules are bound to specific maps.

Figure (Part-2) 1.3d: Stop running robot
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Localization

To improve accuracy, users may localize the robot’s pose relative to the map’s borders with this
feature.

Figure (Part-2) 1.4a: Correcting robot position in Localization mode
i

From the list of modes, select Localization

ii

A green circle will appear in the middle of the map. This indicates that the map is now
drag-able. Adjust and align the robot’s position relative to the map
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iii

Using the nipple control on the right, adjust the orientation of the robot

iv

Once the correct position has been selected, click Localize so that it will update the robot’s
new position

v

If the selected position is wrong, click Localize again to repeat the process.
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Tele-operation

The teleoperation mode is useful for users looking to manually drive the robot

Figure (Part-2) 1.5a: Tele-operate robot using Seirios

i

From the list of modes, select DRIVE to teleoperate the robot

ii

Click START to begin tele-operating the robot

iii

With either the nipple or keyboard controls, move the robot around

💡 WARNING : Similar to driving a car, always have your eyes on the robot and its environment in
this mode. Obstacle detection and avoidance is INACTIVE in this mode
iv

Speeds can be set to different values, with the speed controls located in the same panel
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Click STOP to stop the robot and to prevent it from moving with accidental touches

1.5.1.Creating A Home Location
A home location is a ‘bookmark’ for the User to set as a reference to a charging point, docking
station or etc. For an optimised user experience, only 1 home location is permitted for 1 map. To
create a Home location;

Figure (Part-2) 1.5.1a: Create home for robot in teleoperation mode
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A home location is a ‘bookmark’ for the User to set as a reference to a charging point,
docking station or etc. For an optimised user experience, only 1 home location is permitted for 1
map. To create a Home location;

i

Whilst tele operating your robot, the option to SET HOME is available

ii

By clicking on SET HOME, a modal prompt will appear. Click Save to continue

iii
Now, the Home icon

will appear on the map
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Navigation

This feature is useful for users looking to send a robot to a quick goal. The user is also
presented with an option to save this goal, which can be accessed via the Library, to be run at
a later time

Figure (Part-2) 1.6a: Create Goal in Navigation Mode in Seirios
i

From the list of modes, select SINGLE POINT to start navigating the robot.

ii

A DESTINATION POINT will appear in the middle of the map. Drag the map around to move
the destination point.
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iii

Click SET GOAL to begin marking destination/goal.

iv

A DESTINATION will appear in the middle of the map. Drag the map around to move the
destination point.

v

Click SELECT GOAL to mark the intended goal.

Figure (Part-2) 1.6b: Set Goal Point for the Robot To Run Into
iii

Once the intended destination is finalized, click RUN GOAL for the robot to go to the
intended destination.

iv

A modal will first pop-up to set up the speed, adjust the speed as needed. Click RUN for the
robot to start running.
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Figure (Part-2) 1.6c: Stop robot from running to goal destination
v

If you want to stop the robot running to the goal destination, click STOP GOAL.
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Figure (Part-2) 1.6d: Save created goal to Library
vi

Click SAVE GOAL to save current goal

vii

A modal will appear, click SAVE and the goal will be saved automatically to the library.
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Figure (Part-2) 1.6e: Run created goal
viii

To make the robot follow the intended path , select GO TO GOAL.

x

If you want to stop the robot running to the goal destination, click STOP GOAL.
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Way Point Marking

Figure (Part-2) 1.7a: Waypoint mode in Seirios
This feature is similar to the Path Recording feature where users are able to create paths with
multiple waypoints without the need to tele operate or drive the robot.
i

From the list of modes, select MULTIPLE POINTS

ii

Click MARK to begin
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Figure (Part-2) 1.7b: Add and save waypoints in Seirios
iii

Using a cursor or touch, drag the waypoint

to your desired point in the map

iv

Click ADD WAYPOINT to add the waypoint. A projected route will appear indicated by dashes

v

If a waypoint is misplaced, click UNDO to remove the waypoint

vi

With multiple points forming a path, click Save to save the path

vii

Click SAVE on the modal that appears and the Path will automatically saved in the library

💡 WARNING : Marking without tele operating the robot will result in a lower accuracy of
Back to Top
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waypoints’ position in the map compared to the Path Recording mode. Use this only if accuracy is
not critical to the User’s operation

Figure (Part-2) 1.7c: Save path to path manager
viii

Users are also provided the option to

Start Path where the saved path can be run

immediately
ix
To stop or exit this mode, click on the Cancel button, indicated by a stop icon
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Zone

Figure (Part-2) 1.8a: Zone mode in Seirios
Now that we have explored automatic and manual path creation, the Zone feature provides users
with an additional option where paths can be generated within a specified area
i

From the list of modes, select Zone

ii

Click MARK to begin

iii
A pin icon

will appear in the middle of the map. By clicking on the map, drag the pin to

start your first point
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Click ADD POINT to add additional waypoints. With at least 3 points, a ‘fenced’ area will be
generated.

v

If a point is misplaced, click UNDO to redo.

Figure (Part-2) 1.8b: Saving Zone created to Path Manager
vi

Once the intended area is covered, click SAVE.

💡 WARNING
: If the User receives an error message whilst generating a path, attempt again with
a larger area. Seirios does not permit creation of paths in small areas/zones
vii

Click CONFIRM. The path will be automatically saved in the Library
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Figure (Part-2) 1.8c: Start robot running inside a Zone
viii

For the robot to recall/run the saved path, select Start Path
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Path Recording

Figure (Part-2) 1.9a: Path recording mode in Seirios
This feature permits Users to manually drive the robot to places of interest, and to mark them.
Multiple marks/points can then be saved as 1 single path - which is accessible in the LIBRARY
i

From the list of modes, select PATH RECORDING to enter this mode

ii

Click RECORD to begin driving the robot with manual controls
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Figure (Part-2) 1.9b: Create mark points in Path Recording features

💡 WARNING : Alwaysdetection
have your eyes on the robot and its environment in this mode. Obstacle
and avoidance is INACTIVE in this mode
iii

Speeds can be set to different values, with the speed controls located in the same panel

iv

Click MARK to start saving poses of the robot to form a path
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Figure (Part-2) 1.9c: Saving created path to path manager
v

After marking different points, generate your path by clicking SAVE PATH

vi

A modal will appear; click SAVE and the path will automatically saved in the library

vii

Click STOP to stop the robot and to prevent it from moving with accidental touches
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Queue

Figure (Part-2) 1.10a: View Queue List

This feature allows users to view the ongoing task assigned to the robot in a list of queue

i

View Queue List by clicking the robot icon on the homepage or the queue icon on the top left
in Library page, Task Manager, and Settings page
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Figure (Part-2) 1.10b: Add task to Queue List

ii

Select the tasks for robot to run. You can add path, goal, or home from Library or simply add
created task or schedule from Task Manager.

iii

If robot is currently in use, the task will automatically added to the Queue List. The list will
appear according to the time added.
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1.10.1.Pause Running Queue

Figure (Part-2) 1.10.1a: Pause a Queue List
i
ii

To pause running queue, click

on left side

If robot is currently in use, the task will automatically added to the Queue List. The list will
appear according to the time added.
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1.10.2. Cancel tasks on queue

Figure (Part-2) 1.10.2a: Cancel Queue of tasks
i

Select cancel to abort all tasks from the queue list.

💡 WARNING : Once you select cancel button, you will lost all the list of queue created
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Task Manager

Figure (Part-2) 1.11a: Find Task Manager inside navigation bar
There are two parts for the this feature;
●

Tasklist: creating a queue of tasks

●

Schedule: scheduling queues with date and time
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1.11.1. Schedule

Figure (Part-2) 1.11.1a: Task Manager
i

Open the Hamburger Menu on the Navigation Bar and select Task Manager

ii

Go to schedule feature by select on Schedule
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Creating New Schedule

Figure (Part-2) 1.11.1.1a: Create new Schedule
i

ii

To create a new schedule, select the

icon

To create a schedule you will be required to fill in the necessary information such as Tasks,
Label Name, Loop button, Schedule button, Active button, and Date.
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Figure (Part-2) 1.11.1.1b: Add Path, Goal, Home, and Delay time for schedule

iii

In the following page, select the

icon to add tasks. Users are presented with the 4 main

types of tasks;

iv

○

Path

○

Goal

○

Home

○

Delay (seconds, minutes, hours)

Click on the checklist button on top right if you have filled all the required details. Or select
Back to complete all the details
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Figure (Part-2) 1.11.1.1c: Create Schedule Page
v

Selected tasks will appear as a list

vi

Select desired labels for this schedule

vii

The Loop feature is also available where the robots will run all the tasks in an infinite loop

💡 WARNING : If robots are set to run the tasks in a loop, robots will perpetually run the tasks
until the batteries run out. An upcoming feature is in development for an automatic ‘return to
home’ behaviour
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Figure (Part-2) 1.11.1.1d: Add Schedule Time and Date

viii

Make sure to activate the schedule button to add the tasks into the schedule list. Schedule
required you to save specific time as well.

ix

To immediately run the schedule, turn on the toggle in active row

x

Before you finish, add a specific day to run the created schedule. Select all the days you wish
the schedule to run on.
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Figure (Part-2) 1.11.1.1e: Save created schedule

xi

Once all required information has been added, select the save button on the top right

xii

If schedule is saved without the Active button on, it will be saved as an Inactive task

💡 WARNING : To run Inactive tasks, Users must switch the toggle and the schedule will
automatically moved to active schedule list
xiii

Active schedule will be appeared on the active list
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Switch a schedule ON/OFF

Figure (Part-2) 1.11.1.2a:Switching schedule ON/OFF
i

To switch on a schedule, click the INACTIVE tab to see your inactive schedules.

ii

Select the TOGGLE button on the right side of a schedule to switch it to active.
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Edit, Duplicate & Delete Schedules

Figure (Part-2) 1.11.3a: Edit and duplicate a schedule

Users can rename, duplicate or delete saved Schedules;
i

Select the schedule of interest and a row of icons will appear

ii
To edit your schedule, select the

icon. You will be redirected to the Edit Schedule

page.
iii
To duplicate your schedule, select the

icon. A modal will appear to confirm the

duplication of the schedule.
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iv
To edit your schedule, select the

icon. A modal will appear to confirm the

deletion of the schedule.
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1.11.2.Task List

Figure (Part-2) 1.11.2a: Find Task Manager inside navigation bar
i

Open the Hamburger Menu on the Navigation Bar and select Task Manager

ii

Go to schedule feature by select on Tasklist
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Create New Tasks

Figure (Part-2) 1.11.2.1a: Create New Tasks
i

ii

To create a new schedule, select the

icon

To create a schedule you will be required to fill in the necessary information such as Tasks,
Label Name, Loop button.

💡 WARNING : If you switch the toggle button on Schedule row to active, the tasks will be saved
as a schedule
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Figure (Part-2) 1.11.2.1b: Add Path, Goal, Home, and Delay time to create tasks
iii

In the following page, select the

icon to add tasks. Users are presented with the 4 main

types of tasks;

iv

○

Path

○

Goal

○

Home

○

Delay (seconds, minutes, hours)

Click on the checklist button on top right if you have filled all the required details. Or select
Back to complete all the details
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Figure (Part-2) 1.11.2.1c: Tasks creator page

v

Selected tasks will appear as a list

vi

Select desired labels for this tasks

vii

The Loop feature is also available where the robots will run all the tasks in an infinite loop

💡 WARNING : If robots are set to run the tasks in a loop, robots will perpetually run the tasks
until the batteries run out.
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Figure (Part-2) 1.11.2.1d: Saves tasks and view as list

viii

Click on the checklist button on top right to save created tasks.

ix

The created tasks will be saved to the tasklist and ready to be used at anytime
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Run Tasks or Add To Queue

Figure (Part-2) 1.11.2.2a: Run created tasks or put in queue
i

To run the created tasks, select the tasks of interest

ii

You will required to choose to run the tasks now or add it to the queue list if the robot is
currently in use.
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Edit, Duplicate & Delete Schedules

Figure (Part-2) 1.11.2.3a: Edit and duplicate created tasks

Users can edit,rename, duplicate or delete saved Tasks;
i

Select the tasks of interest and a row of icons will appear

ii
To edit your tasks, select the

icon. You will be redirected to the Edit tasks page.
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iii
To duplicate your tasks, select the

icon. A modal will appear to confirm the

duplication of the tasks.
iv
To edit your tasks, select the

icon. A modal will appear to confirm the deletion of

the tasks.
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Library

The library holds collections of Paths, Goals and Home locations you have created - respective to
the Map.

Figure (Part-2) 1.12a: Hamburger menu of Seirios
i

Open the Hamburger Menu on the Navigation Bar and select LIBRARY.
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Map Manager

In the map manager, browse and select the map of interest and a preview of the map will be shown.
To view all saved Paths, Goals and Home locations, select View More

Figure (Part-2) 1.11.1a: Map manager consist of saved maps, paths, and goals
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1.12.2.Path, Goal & Home Manager
The library holds maps and its associated data (Path, Goals and Home). To view them, select the
Map of interest and;

Figure (Part-2) 1.12.2a: Find save paths, goals, and Home in Library
i

In this view, the User can manage all saved Paths, Goals and Home that are respective and
bound to the selected map

ii
To rename the task, select the

icon. A modal will appear, prompting the User for a new
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name
iii
To delete your task, select the

icon. A modal will appear to prompt the User to confirm

the deletion of the task
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PART 3
SETTINGS
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In the Settings page (reveal by clicking the

icon), and the User will be presented with the

following options;

i

Change username

Figure (Part-3) A

Change the username instead of using the
default admin username

ii

Change password

Figure (Part-3) B

Change the password instead of using the
default admin password

iii

Change bot name

Figure (Part-3) C

Change the bot’s name instead of using the
default R0001 name

iv

Change language

Figure (Part-3) D

Switch

between

English

and

Simplified

Chinese
v

Change display mode

Figure (Part-3) E

Seirios is available in both Light and Dark mode

vi

Team Permission

Figure (Part-3) F

Add new user to get the access for Seirios RNS

vii

Reset Seirios

Figure (Part-3) G

{accessible only via admin mode) Select this to
reset Seirios to its default configurations.

💡 WARNING : This action is irreversible
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Change Username

Figure (Part-3) A: Changing username in settings
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Change Password

Figure (Part-3) B: Change Password in settings
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Change Bot Name

Figure (Part-3) C: Changing bot names in settings
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Change Language

Figure (Part-3) D: Switching language to English or Mandarin
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Change Display Mode

Figure (Part-3) E: Switching Display mode to Dark or Light
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Team Permission

Figure (Part-3) F: Change Team Permission
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Reset Seirios

Figure (Part-3) G: Reset all settings in Seirios
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